INTRODUCTION
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Simple all-digital logic permits implementation of different sequential optimization strategies, including correlation between random-perturbation vectors and step-size changes depending upon past successes and failures. The analog integrator/multipliers commonly used to set system parameters have been replaced by simple, reversible binary counters driving D/A converters3 for simplified design and improved reliability. 4 The principle of the optimizer is shown in the block diagram of Figure 1 . Figure 2a shows the parameter-space path over which a conventional deterministic system would optimize a simple two-parameter system. Starting with a trial set of parameters °ai, the Figure 2 ) is unfavorable, these increments are subtracted before the next set is added.
Thus each trial starts from the last &dquo;successful&dquo; point. (Figure 15 ).
PARAMETER SETTING
The flexibility needed to implement a variety of different optimization-logic schemes while maintaining simplicity, reliability, and low cost is achieved by using a unique method of parameter setting. Referring to Figure 9, (Figure 10a) and a U-L-D Memory associated with the binary counter for each parameter (Figure 10b ). Minimization of functions of the general type F(a1' (2) = (a1 -a k1)2 + (a2 -b k2)2 (6) was carried out. The parameters a, and a2 were allowed to vary over +100 volts, and convergence of aI' a2 was considered to be satisfactory when they were within 0.78 volt of their values which opti-
The next experiment involved maximization of a function F(a1' (2) exhibiting sharp ridges formed by the intersection of three planes as shown in Figure  12a . The simulation (Figure 12b ) uses three amplifiers to form the three planes: F1 = -a1 + a2' F2-=2al -a2' F3 = -1.5a1 -a2 + 155.5. Extremely sharp intersections between the planes were formed by using high-speed &dquo;half-comparators.&dquo; Thus, F=Fi, where Fi < F, and I # j with i, j =1, 2, 3. The parameters were allowed to vary over +100 volts, and the Figure 13a («1 versus time, «2 versus time); this corresponds to path A in Figure  12c (al versus a2). Note that the parameter point followed the direction of greatest improvement until it reached the ridge; then both parameters were forced to zigzag up the ridge to the peak. The step size was 1.56 volts, and convergence required 1800 runs. In Figure 13b, Figures 3 and 4) . 
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